10 Key SaaS Reports
for NetSuite and
Intacct that Every CFO
Needs Automated
Best-practice reports in NetSuite and Intacct that help improve
your SaaS company’s financial performance and valuation

Introduction
CEOs and CFOs at leading SaaS companies constantly struggle with the same issue: the SaaS
reporting process is painful and manual. Ideally, their reporting process should be automated, exist
outside of Excel, display key metrics in detail, and allow enterprise-wide reporting.

✔ Automated
Since SaaS businesses often move quickly, executives value reports and metrics that update
automatically and often (daily or hourly if possible). This allows leadership to proactively manage
the business, reviewing performance as needed instead of having to wait for the month-end
reporting package to be prepared.

✔ No Excel
Executive teams prefer not to rely on a series of giant spreadsheets as the only way to obtain key
SaaS metrics and reports. Studies show that 88 percent of spreadsheets contain errors, and the
possibility of inaccurate reports making it to the board or into investor decks is too serious to risk.
Also, these giant spreadsheets are typically managed by one individual, which exposes your
company to risk should they leave.

✔ Key SaaS Metrics / Analysis
It is simply not possible to produce key SaaS analytics in most ERP and Financial Reporting
Software platforms. Executives are looking for a deeper level of data analysis for operational
insights, and only business intelligence (BI) reporting tools can handle both the transaction-level
detail and aggregations by business segment that are required.

✔ Enterprise-wide Reporting
SaaS companies need a reporting tool for all their data sources to allow one-version-of-truth
reporting across NetSuite, Salesforce, Google Analytics, Google AdWords and other key data
sources they utilize. CFOs should not have to go to multiple systems to obtain their numbers.

This white paper is intended to address those pain points, providing CFOs at SaaS businesses an
actionable roadmap to key metrics they can manage using NetSuite and Intacct.
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Report 1: SaaS Financial
Overview

Objective
This report is an ideal hub for the CFO to begin every day. Since the CFO is steering the ship, it’s important to
start with a command center that shows the health of the company and its key metrics. We think of this report as
the CFO’s compass – it automatically refreshes so the CFO can see the health of the company every day instead
of just when the month-end reporting package is available. It is an essential report for understanding the business
at a glance.

Each CFO will want to tweak the metrics slightly to account for specific business needs. In later reports we dive
deeper into other key SaaS Metrics (i.e., Net $ Retention, Cohort Analysis and Churn).

Report Value
Daily updates – For most CFOs at SaaS companies, this level of detail is only seen monthly. However, viewing
the information on a daily basis helps course-correct at any point instead of waiting for the end of the month.
Proactive management – Keeping an eye on trended visuals, as displayed in this report, gives the CFO great
indicators of potential issues in real time.
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Report 2: SaaS Operational
Overview

Objective
In addition to a strong financial overview, CFOs need an operational report that can be used internally with management. That’s
where CFOs turn to the SaaS Operational Overview. It displays the core metrics that matter most to executive leadership in a
visually impactful way.
While this can be a twice-monthly report, a weekly view is ideal so see business trends as they emerge. It ensures the leadership
team is aware of trends quickly and has time to course-correct or double down on areas of success. Often, an operational view will
be discussed on a weekly management call, with this report as the focal point. From there, departmental personnel dig deeper into
their own reports in the context of the big-picture outline that the CFO is focused on.

Report Value
Actionable Insights – Long gone are the days of report packs. With essential metrics displayed on one page, the CFO can easily
select a business driver to filter and find actionable insights. With a single filterable dashboard, it’s simple to identify variables, find
correlations and make meaningful comparisons across revenue drivers.
Operational View – This report gives the CFO a platform to regularly highlight big-picture results and ensure targets are clear for
every member of the team.
Easily Shareable – The SaaS Operational Overview scorecard is easily distributable across teams on the web, mobile, or printed
out.
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Report 2: SaaS Operational
Overview

The interactive capabilities of Power BI make it easy to filter report data in real-time to drill into actionable
insights. The example here shows that in total our picture is quite positive, however when we filter down to
our largest revenue group (“Subscriptions") the trend from the last few months is alarming.
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Report 3: SaaS Unit
Economics

Objective
While dashboards often show the big picture, the SaaS

Some popular SaaS unit economics include:

Unit Economics report is arguably the most analytically

•

Customer lifetime value (LTV)

•

Customer acquisition costs (CAC)

It examines the results of a business process based on a

•

Net $ retention %

single sale (also known as an individual unit). With this

•

Contribution margin

downside of a business process at the most granular

•

Customer churn rate

level.

•

Revenue per customer (MRPC)

detailed view for SaaS CFOs.

report, a CFO can understand the true upside or

Report Value
Better Data-driven Decision Making – When these metrics are viewed on a trended basis, comparative results help
spot any notable results. CFOs use this report to make data-driven decisions quickly, by focusing on the level of detail
that shows how business processes are performing.
Exportable to Excel – The SaaS Unit Economics report is exportable to Excel, with desired formatting intact,
so CFOs can run additional ad-hoc analysis and distribute to external parties as needed.
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Report 4: SaaS Trended KPIs
(TTM)

Objective
This When a CFO wants to show performance over time, this trended SaaS KPI report is the place to start. It
showcases key SaaS metrics averaged over a trailing twelve-month (TTM) timeframe, and for the C-suite, board,
investors or other parties it is ideal for illustrating progress over time. We find this to be one of the most popular
SaaS reports for CFOs who are constantly asked to explain the past and use that information to project the future.

Report Value
Trust – This report builds confidence with executives and external parties, showing that the CFO is closely
tracking business performance over time.
Executive and investor readiness – Many CFOs share the SaaS Trended KPIs report with senior leadership and
external parties such as investors.
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Report 5: Your SaaS Metrics
vs Industry Benchmarks

Objective
This report allows the CFO to compare key SaaS metrics against targets – in this case, external industry
benchmarks.
It can also be configured to compare against internally set of budgets or forecast targets.

Report Value
Improved Performance – There is no better way to drive accountability than setting targets and accurately
tracking progress against those targets. It should come as no surprise that Satori Reporting clients who set
targets and display company performance toward those targets achieve better financial and operational results.
Keeping Valuation Optimized – By ensuring your SaaS metrics are at or above industry benchmarks, a CFO can
keep the business valuation optimized. With SaaS benchmarks highlighted in a live report, the CFO and executive
leadership can maintain a clear focus on performance throughout the year.
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Report 6: Adjustable
Revenue Forecast

Objective
Being able to forecast revenue on the fly is key in a SaaS business. It’s imperative for SaaS CFOs to know how
recent performance and primary drivers impact forecasted revenue (MRR and/or ARR) by business segment.
With an adjustable revenue forecast at your fingertips – updated by the second – a CFO can quickly make quick,
data-driven decisions. Allowing the CFO to have a forecasting tool that adjusts their key drivers will facilitate fast
scenario planning that with large excel models or financial planning tools can take days or weeks to update.

Report Value
Instant Scenario Planning – Update your revenue forecast in seconds instead of days or weeks, allowing the
business to adjust as quickly as needed.
Remaining Nimble and Competitive – There is a time and place for a CFO to update the company’s entire
forecasting model (which often lives in Excel or a financial planning tool), but this report allows quicker decisions.
Use it for what-if scenario planning that allows your SaaS business to stay nimble and competitive in fastchanging environments.
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Report 7: MRR Analysis

Objective
For a SaaS business, MRR or ARR reports give clear indicators of success across key business drivers and
cohorts. Our SaaS CFOs want the ability to view their MRR by groupings. Groupings can mean different things:
GL Accounts, Items/Product, Subscriptions and more. Knowing where your MRR is coming from and why helps
properly allocate your sales and marketing spend to keep growing your MRR base.

Report Value
Valuation – Recurring revenue is key to the value of a SaaS business. A CFO should always have access to the
most up-to-date numbers that matter most to executives and business owners.
Slice and Dice – Overall recurring revenue is a core metric, but a CFO should also be able to slice and dice data
across drivers and cohorts, making data truly actionable.
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Report 8: Cohort Waterfall

Objective
The Cohort Waterfall report gives access to key SaaS metrics on a cohort basis. This allows the CFO to easily spot
important cohort changes like Net Revenue Retention. Producing this level of granularity out of an ERP system report is
typically impossible. Also, this won’t be available using financial report writing software (e.g., EPM software) because
that won’t have transaction level detail to properly categorize customers into cohorts and track changes within those
transactions (e.g., upsells).
You truly need a BI tool to reach this level of granularity. It’s a report that must be automated because the margin
for error in manually creating this is extremely high.

Report Value
Cohort Analysis – Preparing cohort analysis can be a time-consuming and complicated process. Being able to
automate the report in a BI tool saves a tremendous amount of time. With accurate and timely cohort data available,
the CFO can spot trends in business performance.
Comparative or Variance Analysis – Viewing data across multiple cohorts provides the CFO the ability to analyze
across multiple variables.
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Report 9: Churn by Cohort

Objective
To analyze the impact of key business decisions, the Churn by Cohort chart gives the CFO a visual depiction of
churn that allows close comparison between cohorts.

Report Value
Visual Churn Trends – Since churn is among the most important SaaS metrics, Satori Reporting clients enjoy

having an active, visual display of trended churn. It allows decision makers to more easily spot areas of concern
than a table view.
Churn by Cohort – By comparing and contrasting cohorts, this chart allows CFOs to dissect the drivers behind
churn based on the activity of customers within each cohort. As a product matures, churn often is higher in older
cohorts. Regardless, keeping an eye on this metric is key to successful business planning.
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Report 10: Deferred Revenue
with Slice and Dice

Objective
This report provides an automated deferred revenue waterfall tailored to focus on what’s important to your
business requirements.

Report Value
Always Up to Date Automation – This report can save a tremendous amount of time and effort during closing

phases. Having it automated in a BI tool is imperative for CFOs who need the data at any time during the month.
It is nearly impossible to prepare this level of data in Excel without accuracy issues.
Focus – Each SaaS business will design its deferred revenue waterfall slightly differently. Viewing it by customer
or item across subsidiaries will provide the level of granularity necessary for pinpoint decision making.
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Conclusion
With this set of reports, a CFO at any SaaS business has the tools necessary to
analyze critical metrics and make informed decisions quickly.
Satori Reporting is proud to offer a SaaS company-specific reporting
package for companies using NetSuite. The value points of our pre-built
reporting package include:
• 20+ Pre-built SaaS reports designed by a CEO and CFO with years of
SaaS reporting experience
• Pre-built integrations with Salesforce, Google Analytics, Google
AdWords and additional integrations
• Unlimited joins across NetSuite’s ARM module – for example, display
revenue by item across the revenue management module (i.e., sales orders
through revenue arrangements / elements, revenue plans, and journals)
• Fast implementation in under two weeks

• Reconciles with NetSuite – this package was built by NetSuite experts,
and the reports reconcile back to your NetSuite data from day one

Learn more at https://www.satorireporting.com
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About Satori Reporting
Satori Reporting is the first and only pre-built Power BI solution for NetSuite,
Intacct and Salesforce.
Satori Reporting has 100+ live customers using their pre-built Power BI
solution.
With a less than 2-week implementation, Satori Reporting provides a
completely replicated instance of NetSuite, Intacct and Salesforce to their
customers with 50+ pre-built reports designed by former C-Level executives.
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